Chromebook Automation Tool Comparison
While makeshift hack solutions can be found, Go‐Box is the world’s first and only commercially produced, fully
supported Chromebook automation solution. There truly is no competition when it comes to the ease of use,
speed of deployment, or technical support received with Go‐Box. Why waste time tinkering around when you
can be off and running in no time with Go‐Box?

Features, Options & Benefits

Rubber Ducky

Centipede

Maximum number of Chromebooks
provisioned simultaneously

1

1

16

Small, easily lost

Small, easily lost

4.5” x 6.75”, includes a
carrying bag

Challenging,
coding experience
required

Difficult, coding
experience
recommended

With the intuitive UI,
little or no technical
experience is required

Individually
programmed from
scratch

Individually
programmed, some
old OS templates
can be found

Save hours of time by
starting with up‐to‐date
Chrome OS templates pre‐
loaded on every Go‐Box

Difficult trial and error
process without visibility.
Must disassemble the
device each time script
changes are made.

Difficult trial and error
process without visibility.
Slow editing process that
is only sped up by
shorting out jumper pins.

Simple editing of your scripts
through a browser User
Interface (UI). Real‐time script
execution display makes
troubleshooting a breeze.

No

Save up to 100 unique
configurations, enabling you
to provision into specific
OUs, switch between WIFI
settings, and more.

None

Single blinking LED

Robust status indication
while connected to UI.
Multiple multicolor LED’s
during stand‐alone
Go‐Box operation.

Not secure

Not secure

Password protected
operation

Email technical support

None

Limited

Full support M‐F

Phone technical support

None

None

Yes, available to all
Go‐Box customers

None

Limited and updated
periodically

Best practices and
knowledge base
continuously in sync with
Chrome OS updates

Form Factor

Ease of Programming

First time setup

Making your script accurate and efficient

Ability to save multiple scripts

Status Indicators

Device Security (USB output when connected
to any computer)

Knowledgebase

No
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